Copenhague Deux is a new range of tables and benches for compact spaces. The collection offers dining tables, coffee tables and benches in 12 different sizes. The tabletop surface is made from a new laminate based on Nanotechnology providing an extremely matt surface with a soft touch that is anti-fingerprint and easily cleaned.
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**COPENHAGUE DEUX CPH210**

**Dimensions**
- L75 x W75 x H73 cm
- L140 x W75 x H73 cm
- L200 x W75 x H73 cm

**Tabletop**
- 18 mm plywood with laminate

**Frame**
- Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

**Price**
- Beech untreated: $529
- Beech painted: $559
- Oak matt lacquer: $569
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**COPENHAGUE DEUX CPH210**

**Dimensions**
- L75 x W75 x H73 cm
- L140 x W75 x H73 cm
- L200 x W75 x H73 cm

**Tabletop**
- 18 mm plywood with laminate

**Frame**
- Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

**Price**
- Beech untreated: $899
- Beech painted: $929
- Oak matt lacquer: $999
COPENHAGUE DEUX BENCH CPH215
With 4 legs

Dimensions
L75 x W35 x H45 cm
Bench top
18 mm plywood with laminate
Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
329 Euro
Beech painted
359 Euro
Oak matt lacquer
385 Euro

COPENHAGUE DEUX BENCH CPH215
With 4 legs

Dimensions
L140 x W35 x H45 cm
Bench top
18 mm plywood with laminate
Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
429 Euro
Beech painted
469 Euro
Oak matt lacquer
499 Euro

COPENHAGUE DEUX BENCH CPH215
With 4 legs

Dimensions
L200 x W35 x H45 cm
Bench top
18 mm plywood with laminate
Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
499 Euro
Beech painted
669 Euro
Oak matt lacquer
715 Euro
COPENHAGUE DEUX CPH220

With 3 legs

Dimensions
Ø75 x H73 cm

Tabletop
18 mm plywood with laminate

Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
529 Euro

Beech painted
559 Euro

Oak matt lacquer
569 Euro

COPENHAGUE DEUX CPH220

With 4 legs

Dimensions
Ø98 x H73 cm

Tabletop
18 mm plywood with laminate

Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered, solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
645 Euro

Beech painted
669 Euro

Oak matt lacquer
715 Euro
COPENHAGUE DEUX
TABLE CPH250
With 4 legs

Dimensions
Ø75 x H39 cm
Tabletop
18 mm plywood with laminate
Frame
Solid oak matt lacquered,
solid beech untreated or painted

Price
Beech untreated
359 Euro
Beech painted
385 Euro
Oak matt lacquer
429 Euro

Euro North incl. VAT
Price
Beech untreated
429 Euro
Beech painted
469 Euro
Oak matt lacquer
499 Euro
LAMINATE COLOURS
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